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About the EFC
Research Forum
THE EFC RESEARCH FORUM IS SUPPORTED BY

HOW it operates?
The Forum helps underpin philanthropic funding for research by facilitating the exchange of
experiences and best practices between research-funding foundations and their stakeholders,
principally universities and research institutes, while at the same time raising the profile of
philanthropic funding for research in Europe. It does so through the following types of activities:
• Organising peer-learning events
• Documenting foundation actions and practices in funding research
• Documenting and fostering a more helpful legal and fiscal European environment for
philanthropy in research
• Monitoring European developments and programmes supporting research in Europe and
worldwide
The Forum’s work is led by a Steering Group comprising 11 EFC member foundations active in
research. Current (2014) members of the Research Forum Steering Group are:
• Ingrid Wünning Tschol, Senior Vice President, Health and Science, Robert Bosch Stiftung 		
(EFC Research Forum Chair)

Why a Forum?
Foundations and philanthropic organisations play a vital role in supporting research
across Europe, and have valuable expertise to share with all research stakeholders.
The mission of the EFC Research Forum is to maximise this potential. The Forum is a
collaborative network that supports initiatives to advance a vision for a new environment
for philanthropy in research. This vision is:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enric Banda, Director of Science, Research and Environment, “la Caixa” Foundation
Göran Blomqvist, Managing Director, Stiftelsen Riksbankens Jubileumsfond
João Caraça, Director, Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian Delegation in France
Anne-Marie Engel, Director of Research, Lundbeck Foundation
Wilhelm Krull, Secretary General, VolkswagenStiftung
Javier López Martínez, Director General, Fundación Barrié
David Lynn, Director, Strategic Planning and Policy, Wellcome Trust
Carlo Mango, Director of the Scientific and Technologic Area, Fondazione Cariplo
Tomasz Perkowski, Deputy President, Foundation for Polish Science
Gerrit Rauws, Director, King Baudouin Foundation

www.efc.be/researchforum

• A better legal and fiscal environment to promote more effective philanthropic
support for research
• Enhanced cooperation between philanthropic bodies and other research stakeholders
• Better understanding of the value which foundations contribute to research
• Increased awareness of philanthropy’s role in supporting research
• Philanthropic investment in research which complements (not substitutes) public
funding
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This conference on excellence in research was
organised by the European Foundation Centre, with
support from the Foundation for Polish Science.
Yet the issue of how to define, encourage and
fund excellence is common to all research funders,
and this was reflected in the broad spectrum of
attendance. Foundation heads, state and European
research administrators and working researchers
came together for two days to seek to pin down
and, if possible, advance ideas in this crucial area.
It was an ambitious aim. This was not a consensus
conference, but nonetheless several strands of
thinking emerged clearly from the discussion
as follows:
•

Peer review is, overall, the best way of
evaluating excellence in research proposals.
But it is flawed in many ways, and inherently
conservative about the areas of research and
the kinds of people it tends to support.

•

Transparency and clarity in the criteria used
to judge proposals, and openness in how
the process operates, will help to encourage
excellent proposals to come forward.

•

Metrics in general, and bibliometrics in particular,
were not favoured as a way of establishing the
excellence of individual researchers. They are,
though, probably the only way of comparing
excellence across institutions.

•

With the European Research Council explicitly
seeking to fund excellent science and Horizon
2020 providing funding for large projects,
national and private funders will need to take
European programmes into account and seize
opportunities for complementarity.

•

Foundations are not simply philanthropic
versions of public-sector funders: they can
establish their own criteria, and work in novel
ways to build communities and encourage risk.
But they will always need to be balanced by
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other funding sources and the kind of societal
perspectives that the public sector needs to
employ.
•

The issue of societal relevance in research was
hotly debated. Most saw it as one measure
of excellence, though by no means the only
one. Others saw research as a cultural activity
in its own right that need only establish
excellence in its own terms. But the idea that
an (unspecified) proportion of the science
budget be decided by the general public was
broadly supported, if only as an experiment.

•

Whether or not people agreed over the
importance of relevance to society, it was
generally acknowledged that it is not easy to
measure the impact of research on society,
at least not in universally comparable ways.

•

Anyone who wants to encourage excellence in
research needs to take a strategic approach.
That will often involve long-term commitments
to create environments where excellence
can flourish. Of particular importance is the
encouragement and support of young people.

•

•

The division between funders who provide the
money and the universities and institutes that
receive it is a problem to be discussed openly.
Universities need to be helped to define the
areas where they can be internationally
competitive.
Excellent breakthrough science often requires
researchers and grant-giving bodies to take
risks – but the urge to be adventurous is often
curtailed by a risk-averse environment and the
fear of failure. One solution will be programmes
specifically and exclusively designed to
encourage risky applications and decisions.

When the 231 delegates to the European Foundation
Centre’s conference on excellence in research met
in Warsaw in October, they had before them the
challenge stated in the conference’s title: “Towards
a new concept of excellence in research?”
The problems of excellence – how to find it, how to
encourage it, how to assess it – are by no means
unique to philanthropic foundations. Most funding
bodies around the world would say they seek to put
money behind “excellent” research.
Indeed, the presence at the conference of luminaries
from the European Research Council and the
European Commission as well as Poland’s science
minister, plus a good number of other delegates from
public funding bodies, bore witness to the universality
of the problem. As Maciej Żylicz, President of the
Foundation for Polish Science put it in his welcome
address, “If you don’t take the risk you don’t get the
achievement. So we have to work out a new strategy.”
EFC Research Forum Chair Ingrid Wünning Tschol,
from the Robert Bosch Stiftung, acknowledged
that despite its title, the conference was not going
to find new definitions of what excellence means.
(Something reflected, perhaps, in the question mark
in the title.) But the conference did manage to get
to grips with a number of questions relating to
excellence that dog funding bodies of all kinds. And, in
the end, it even managed to uncover unconventional
ways of assessing excellence.

said, the launch of Horizon 2020 meant that now
was a particularly good time to discuss excellence
in research. “We want at least to try to define what
we mean and what our criteria are.”
First, though, a caveat: not everyone at the conference
was totally happy with the word “excellence”. As
Jean-Pierre Bourguignon, President of the European
Research Council, said right at the start, excellence
is not an absolute term (see page 20).
“I don’t like [the term] because it is hype,” said
veteran researcher Silvio Garattini from the Istituto
Mario Negri, Italy, who called it “autoreferential”,
given by peers and not by society “which at the
end is paying for it”. And what is excellent today
may be irrelevant tomorrow. Garattini said he
preferred talking about “science made with correct
methodology”.
For Carl Johan Sundberg of the Karolinska Institutet,
Sweden, the clearest examples of excellence are
retrospective: excellent research has to stand the
test of time. Along the way, it needs somehow to
have shed light on new knowledge, and to have done
so using clear and rigorous methods. And C. I. Edvard
Smith, a member of the committee that chooses
the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine (see Case
Study 2, page 24), and also at the Karolinska, had
his own formulation: excellent science explains the
evidence and delivers an impetus for fresh research.

Certainly, as Professor Lena Kolarska-Bobińska,
Poland’s Minister of Science and Higher Education,
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IS PEER REVIEW THE BEST
WE HAVE?
A wide-ranging keynote from Jean-Pierre
Bourguignon set the tone, touching on excellence
per se, peer review, bibliometrics, relevance,
diversity of research fields, evaluation and how
to encourage the next generation. But with so
much money (from taxpayers) and prestige (for
those winning European Research Council grants)
at stake, it was little surprise that it was peer
review and its strengths and weaknesses that
drew most of the early discussion.
The ERC’s approach to peer review is that it
has to take account of what Bourguignon calls
“the diversity of research”. The size of teams,
for examples, varies from field to field, the
importance of bibliometrics likewise.
For the ERC, peer review starts with picking the
evaluators. “As soon as we have chosen the

evaluators, they have the full power, we cannot
touch what they have decided,” he said. “That’s
the only way peer review can apply.”
But what, precisely, do evaluators evaluate? Is it
the project, or the person applying for the grant,
or the institution they come from? The ERC has
a clear view, and briefs its panels accordingly.
It asks them to “put the project first” – and the
project should be ambitious. Next, and secondly,
the person making the application must have the
credibility to pursue the project. Whether that
credibility includes an assessment of the record
of the institution where they work remained a
tantalisingly unanswered question.
Silvio Garattini from the Istituto Mario Negri, Italy,
noted that the composition of review committees
needs attention, mentioning the need to have

people who are “competent but not competitors”.
He also warned against the risk of following today’s
fashionable areas (“and in my 60 years of research I
have seen many of these fashions”). He added that in
life sciences representatives of patient associations
can talk about their priorities and what is important
to them, even though they may be unable to go into
the detail of applications.

Peer review is good at supporting incremental
research at a high excellence level, said Gunnar
Öquist, the veteran Swedish science administrator.
But it is not good at fostering “transformative
research”. He continued, “We think we are the drivers
for excellence but we will never succeed unless we
can single out individuals that will deliver the real
breakthroughs.”

C. I. Edvard Smith had come to the conference having
done his own review of peer review, and he reeled
off a worrying list of studies that had found just how
imperfect peer review can be. That list included a scary
experiment where eight errors had been deliberately
inserted into a paper, and reviewers on average found
only two of them. His Karolinska colleague Carl Johan
Sundberg, called for review panels “to actually read
the papers”, but the evidence from Smith’s review
was that that often didn’t happen.

Jonathan Howard of the Gulbenkian Science
Institute, Portugal, seemed to disagree. It’s down
to the mandate, he said: once that is established,
only peer review can deliver the excellence.

Peer review is the best we have, said Maria Leptin,
Director of the European Molecular Biology
Organisation. But she spoke for most – if not all –
of the delegates when she said, “That doesn’t mean
it can’t be improved.” Among the changes made at
the four EMBO journals, they have moved to a form
of transparent review where anonymised referees’
comments and the communication between authors
and editors are published alongside the paper. She
added that it was “slightly depressing” that these
straightforward policy changes have not yet been
copied at top journals such as Nature (although
other journals, including eLife, have adopted them).
And while peer review has been around a long time,
its context may be changing. Michał Karoński from
the University of Poznań noted that nowadays “we
also verify results through open communities” and
online journal archives, although that scrutiny may
come long after the peer review. Silvio Garattini
expressed the hope that low-cost open-access
journals might also make it easier to publish the
category of papers that find it hard to get through
peer review: those with negative results.

For Ingrid Wünning Tschol and others, excellence
starts with the call for proposals – how you prepare
the peer review process. Crucially, that influences
how the referees behave.

Paying for reviewers
Might the quality of peer review be affected if
reviewers were paid for their work? That was
the question put by John Smith of the European
University Association. Quite possibly, said
Sundberg. But C. I. Edvard Smith noted the
researchers who are initially positive about earning
money from peer review become less so when they
realise that this will inevitably lead to an increase
in the price of journals.
For Maria Leptin, her experience at the European
Research Council suggested that paying for
review would make no difference. But perhaps
that might be because the ERC is so large and
so well known. For Lisa Vozza from the Italian
Association for Cancer Research, much smaller
and less well known, it does make a difference.
They have been paying reviewers since 2006.
“We have loyal reviewers, and the fact that we
pay them means we take it seriously, and we ask
them for a commitment similar to reviewing an
NIH grant,” she said.
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CAN WE COUNT
ON METRICS?
Jean-Pierre Bourguignon was not the only
metrics-sceptic at the conference. Indeed,
when moderator Richard L. Hudson from
Science|Business asked the audience at the start
of the final session how many thought it necessary
to use metrics to judge grant applications, a scant
three or four people held up their hands. When he
phrased the question as one of whether metrics
were one important factor among others, still
only a minority seemed to agree.
And yet, when Hudson asked how many thought
metrics had no place at all in peer review, almost
no one agreed. So the answer seems to be that
metrics can be useful, but only when they are useful.
Earlier in the conference, C. I. Edvard Smith
drew on data from a publication entitled “Use
and abuse of citations as indicators of research
quality” (C. Coryn, Journal of MultiDisciplinary
Evaluation, 2006) to outline a string of caveats.

IS THE EU TAKING OVER
EXCELLENCE?
Books, for example, are not included in the
ISI citation databases; work in an emerging
field is unlikely to attract many citations; selfcitation can distort statistics; some areas are
more fashionable than others; in some cultures
researchers are frequently cited with an initial
and last name, making it hard to separate out
different individuals; and so on.
What holds for individuals, though, may not
hold for institutions. When it comes to defining
what makes an excellent institution, or ranking
institutions, that then “is the domain of metrics”
unless a review panel goes into a particular
institution, said Enric Banda from “la Caixa”
Foundation, Barcelona. But as C. I. Edvard Smith
said, all universities want to be high up on the
lists, and they know the different algorithms used
in the various ratings – the implication being that
concentration in certain areas can move you up
some of the lists.
The last word on rankings went to Jean-Pierre
Bourguignon. He was not against metrics but,
he said, “What bothers me with these rankings
is that they give you one image for something
that is many-dimensional. As soon as you reduce
it to one index then you are dead. It is the idea
of ranking that is stupid, but not the idea of
collecting and organising information.”

The huge increase of centralised EU funding
in recent years, leading to Horizon 2020, has
escaped no one’s notice. Is this changing strategy
at the national and foundation level, people
wanted to know? Or to put another way, is there a
synergy, or is the EU taking over all the “excellent”
research?
Earlier in the conference, Michał Karoński from
the University of Poznań had said that as chair of
Poland’s National Research Council he was “not
that interested” in funding excellent research
– that’s the province of the ERC – but wanted
instead to fund “very good science”.
No one else put it quite like that, and indeed neither
Philippe Galiay, from DG Research and Innovation,
nor Anne Glover, Chief Scientific Adviser to the
President of the European Commission, answered
the question directly. But clearly European Union
money is having an effect. Galiay noted the
increase in funding but stressed opportunities
for complementarity, in part through connecting
Horizon 2020 to structural funds. “We have to
see how this goes over time,” he said. “But it’s a
tremendous leverage effect.” For Anne Glover the
point is that the European Union has a strategy:
“Member states who are smart will look at that
and pick what works for them.”
Birgitte Nauntofte, CEO of the Novo Nordisk
Foundation, said that her organisation does not
ignore any area, though “of course we will look at
interesting initiatives.” And remember too, said
Anne-Marie Engel, Director of the Danish-based
Lundbeck Foundation, that funders are not always
looking to fund excellence anyway, only picking
from the top: “Sometimes it is to make an area
thrive, to develop potential.”
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DO FOUNDATIONS FUND
BETTER?
One clear thread running through the conference
revolved around the notion that philanthropic
foundations are not simply private versions of
public research funders. Because they are “much
more independent”, said Carl Johan Sundberg,
they can set new courses and be agents for
change.
Notably, no one said that public funders were
better at funding high-risk and high-impact
research. Speaking from the public side, Alison
Campbell from Knowledge Transfer Ireland said
she had learned that certain charitable funders
may more likely go for greater risk to achieve
higher impact. That is because in the healthcare
charity sector they work with donors, patients
and carers, and they are looking for disruptive
results such as cures.
Perhaps that might change, at least a little. “Right
now private foundations can do much better,” said
Juan Manuel García-Ruiz, director of LEC, part of
the Spanish National Research Council, leaning on
his own experience with EXPLORA and Explore! in
Spain (see Case Study 4, page 26). “But I dream
that in ten or fifteen years we will have public
funding for ‘crazy’ ideas.”
When Richard Hudson asked whether instead
of peer review, “one inspired person running a
programme” might decide who gets the grants,
Enric Banda noted that the private sector was free
to do what it likes. But noting an article published
in March in The New York Times he said it was
fine for the private sector to do what it pleases,
“but not if they try to drag scientists and the
government agenda in their direction.”
Certainly, foundations can work in different ways.
At the Gulbenkian Science Institute, Jonathan
Howard said that his trustees have a simple way
of guaranteeing excellence: they delegate – in
his case to him. People applying for positions at
the institute are told explicitly that publication

metrics are not used in the review process and
that applications should not mention them; instead,
applicants are asked to list three “particularly
good papers”. Applications are then reviewed
by Howard and his colleagues, with a short list
being taken to the institute’s scientific advisory
board. Positions are offered for five years, with
the possibility of extension.
This kind of streamlined, internal decision making
is a far cry from the structures used by the
European Commission. “We can’t function like the
Gulbenkian,” said Philippe Galiay, citing the need
to “connect to society” with public engagement,
ethics and so on, and the importance of the
potential for innovation. And one reason the
Commission cannot function like the Gulbenkian,
said Anne Glover frankly, was that “people trust the
Gulbenkian, and the Commission is not particularly
trusted”. So you need rules and procedures.
The flexibility of a private foundation can
enable it to design a call even in an area where
government funding is absent, said Lisa Vozza,
Italian Association for Cancer Research. When the
association began in the 1950s, “you couldn’t even
use the word ‘cancer’” in Italy,” she said. Without
money from the government, they appealed to
the public – and created “an entire community of
scientists that didn’t exist before”. But that does
not mean that anything is possible: “You can make
a difference, but you have to be realistic.”

from the perspective of the working scientist.
Researchers are pragmatic people who don’t mind
where the money comes from, she said, but the
nature of the funder matters less than the length
of funding, its flexibility (whether you can move
money between personnel and consumables),
and whether there are bureaucratic reporting
requirements. “Admittedly,” she said, “private
foundations are very often better in this respect.”

…and if so, why don’t
they fund everything?
Given that everyone was saying that private
charities can take greater risks, why, asked
Richard Hudson, are we spending €11 billion a
year on Horizon 2020 and all the millions and
billions in government spending? Why not give
tax breaks to charities and let them spend the
money?
Hudson called it a “modest proposal”. But though
less radical than Jonathan Swift’s original one
from 1729, it failed to find support. Delegates
noted that charities, with their tight focus, need
to be balanced by different sources of funding
with different perspectives in mind. And as Marta
Miączyńska observed, the charitable contribution
in many countries is actually very small.

Anne Glover noted the way foundations can
specifically fund to encourage collaboration
within institutes and between them, something
that many member states don’t do. “It’s all about
talking,” she said, like getting people around
coffee machines. Citing the Danish initiatives, she
said that funders can think about what motivates
people to become excellent.
Marta Mi ą czy ń ska from Poland’s International
Institute of Cell and Molecular Biology spoke
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IS RELEVANCE RELEVANT
TO EXCELLENCE?
Does research need to be “relevant” to be truly
excellent? That’s more than an abstract question:
Krzysztof Kurzydłowski, Director of Poland’s
National Centre for Research and Development,
for example, wanted to know how the ERC was
going to respond to the call for science to be more
relevant to today’s great challenges.
Jean-Pierre Bourguignon was clear. Horizon
2020 is built on three pillars: excellent science,
industrial leadership and societal challenges,
and this is good because it gives space for
different approaches, "leaving room in
particular for the ERC's bottom-up approach,"
he said. The ERC asks the science community
to come up with proposals – this is the bottom
up – and seeks to judge them on their scientific
quality alone. (Although, he added, the ERC has
introduced a "proof-of-concept" programme
for research emerging from ERC grants that
is closer to the market.)
Session moderator Enric Banda probed his panel
members and the audience on this topic, and
received a number of views. Relevance, expressed
as meeting known societal challenges, for example,
or a calculation of how many patients might
benefit, was clearly seen by some as a crucial
measure (though not the only one, of course).
But not by everybody.
While not objecting to distinctions between basic,
translational and applied science, molecular
biologist Maria Leptin was particularly forthright.
“I wouldn’t even think my research is not relevant
to society,” she said. “Is the Bolshoi not relevant
to society?” Research, she said, is a cultural
activity – “It’s relevant even if no drug comes out.”
Everything is relevant, she said, “if we do it well”.
But that needed some qualification, according to
C. I. Edvard Smith. “One should have as much free
research as possible, but there is always a shortage
of money.” The way to increase the amount of

money is to engage society at large – “but then
you have to ask them what they want”.
Carl Johan Sundberg said he wouldn’t mind
a fraction of the science budget being decided
by a referendum. “That should be done as an
experiment,” he said, only to hear Enric Banda
describe a very similar exercise in the UK, where the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
came up with a list of five nanotech priorities, then
asked the public (via, for example, focus groups)
what they wanted. The EPSRC decided to go with
what the public wanted, even though the answer
turned out to be different from what the experts
had prioritised.

now about broader knowledge transfer, looking at
how business and the public sector can maximise
the value of research results. And while for some
that will be measured by how many sustainable
jobs are created – “understandable, given the
economic drivers” – it may not necessarily be
the same in all countries.
What really matters, said Carlo Mango from the
Fondazione Cariplo, Italy, is to know what happens
to what we fund. And with an understatement that
many others in the hall must have appreciated,
he added, “In many cases this is a problem.”

…but can you measure
impact?
Kinga Masło ń from the Jesuit University
Ignatianum, Kraków, wanted to know how one
could measure what the impact on society
might be. That was a tough question, and not
one that anyone could answer directly. Silvio
Garattini, though, called for a distinction in the
medical field between short- and long-term
relevance. It is, he said, “very disappointing”
to keep on reading at the end of almost every
paper in his field how important the findings are
for cancer, when most are “of very little direct
relevance”. And yet funders support much more
long-term than short-term research, he said
(giving one example of good short-term research
that pharma companies are not interested in:
comparing existing drugs).
“For me it’s about the interface between research
and industry, and how the investors in research
can benefit,” said Alison Campbell (see Case Study
3, page 25). But she called the yardstick of how
much money is generated “old-fashioned”. It’s
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STRATEGIC thinking

The idea of a strategic approach to developing
excellence – as advocated by, for example, Anne
Glover – is appealing. But what, precisely, would such
a strategy consist of? In her keynote (see page 22)
Maria Leptin talked about providing a strong basic
infrastructure and (relatively) secure employment.
In Denmark, foundations and government think they
have found a way of raising excellence throughout
the country.
Denmark is a fairly small country, and used to find it
hard to recruit talented researchers from overseas.
Its universities, like many others, had a poor record
of developing their own talent, let alone being able
to attract talented researchers from overseas.
But as Gunnar Öquist explained, it has found ways
in which its funders can use their influence and
financial muscle to elicit better behaviour from
the universities. Part of that strategy involved
getting senior staff in universities to work together
to develop and attract staff. And part revolved
around really long-term funding – up to ten years
(see Case Study 1, page 23).
Birgitte Nauntofte explained how her foundation
had been puzzling over how to help universities
perform better. “If you made a call, no one from the
outside world would dare to think about coming to
Denmark,” she said. The foundation’s solution was
two-pronged: to continue with open competition,
bottom up, but to add a top-down strategy by
allocating half of its funding to attracting staff to
new research centres at universities.

DIVIDED RESPONSIBILITIES

Anne-Marie Engel agreed, talking about the
importance of networking into international
environments. The aim is to “mix things up and
dilute the Danes in Denmark,” she said.
Being small doesn’t mean giving up on excellence.
The Gulbenkian’s Jonathan Howard, describing
himself as “a small voice from southern Europe”
working for a small foundation, said that excellence
has to be won. “But once won it can maintain itself,”
he said, basing himself on his institution’s record.
The idea of “mixing up” came back later in the
conference, with several delegates pointing out
the importance of mobility. Young scientists need
to move around, from one institute to another,
and sometimes from one field to another. In some
fields, though, they get little encouragement and
even less help. In the social sciences, said Kinga
Masłoń, it is up to the young researcher to find
the best place to go.

At the root of many of the problems is the division
between the funders – state and private – who
provide the money and are supposed to be driving
quality on the one hand, and the universities and
research institutes who receive the money but also
have to meet a range of obligations.
The answer, said Gunnar Öquist, is to help universities
to define those areas where they really want to be
internationally competitive, and then help them
develop those avenues. That requires honesty,
openness, trust and respect, said Anne-Marie Engel.
“Universities and funders are complementary,” she
said, “but sometimes there are many strategies
on the table at the same time.” And it’s not just
universities and funders – individual researchers
and faculties can have their own objectives.
“The only way forward is to discuss it openly,”
said Engel. “But everyone has to be invited to the
table at the same time – if you are invited to be
part of a public-private partnership you shouldn’t
be invited after everyone else has had seventeen
meetings… because if you enter a room like that
as a funder you either become defensive or you
lose your own strategy.”

It was, said Nauntofte, a risky strategy, but “we had
to do something different.” The foundation wanted
universities to recruit people to come to Denmark
and so to cross-pollinate the country’s research
community. “In five years – or really three, we have
done that,” she said, attracting more than 500
people to come to Denmark, half of them young
people. They come, she said, because “we take a
long-term commitment, ten years at least”, with
the possibility of extension.
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BREAKTHROUGH SCIENCE
AND RISK
The trouble with taking high risks is that, as Wojciech
Młynarski from the Medical University of Łódź put
it, they can be hard to justify. That was something
that Anne Glover acknowledged. “But we do have
evidence,” she said, distinguishing between high risk
and “really crazy ideas”. Science is unfettered by
boundaries, and it’s non-incremental. Risk is what
people take in business. So take the plunge: “Judge
scientists for what they are and look at what they
are trying to do.”
“You have to give people the possibility to dream of
great ideas, and accept the risk, or you are destined
to be average,” she said.
That said, how do you measure risk, asked Raphaela
Kitson-Pantano from AXA Research Fund, created
by insurance group AXA? Insurance companies like
to take “measured risks”, she said . “Do you have
tools to evaluate whether the risk is worth taking?”
It was a fascinating question, but one that no one
could, or would, answer directly. Birgitte Nauntofte
talked about measuring outcomes, but that is some
way from calculating a risk before taking it.
The really big risk, said Gunnar Öquist, is taken by
those who hire people (“though they are not always
aware of it”). But, he said, there is a way of handling
that risk: hire the people you believe in, but have a
way of letting them go if they don’t deliver in, say,
six years. “But if they deliver, give them tenure.”
One problem, said Jonathan Howard, is that the
people who take risks are young. We are failing to
support people at the most creative time in their
lives, he said, meaning their late 20s. By the time
they move on to a do a postdoc, then a second
postdoc, they are in their late 30s “with a dog, a
house, a child – all the risk-taking energy has gone”.
Howard cited evidence (actually, from the NIH itself)
that the average age of a first NIH grant is 42. “A
terrifying figure,” he said. Junior scientists are still
being guided by their seniors when they ought

to be tripping them up. So Howard’s conclusion
is forget about career development – start them
straight out of their PhDs.
Most of the talk about risk seemed to be from the
funders’ and administrators’ viewpoint. That is, until
the final panel discussion, when Marta Miączyńska
introduced a refreshingly realistic perspective: one
from the laboratory. She talked about balancing
the wish for a Nobel with keeping money coming
in to the lab. “Many of us depend on soft money.
So we play the game, according to the rules,” she
said. “We apply for grants, but we also serve on
panels, so we know how much risk is acceptable.”
Part of the “game” is putting in a grant application
that shows novelty but also some data (the kind
nobody pays for, but that is accumulated in “Friday
afternoon” experiments). “It’s a balancing act
between novelty and having enough preliminary
data to convince the panel it’s not science fiction,”
said Miączyńska. And that doesn’t just hold for
Poland but everywhere.

and FINALLY

Ingrid Wünning Tschol had laid down the
challenges at the very beginning, including whether
bibliometrics and peer review were sufficiently
adaptive and sufficiently open to input from society.
“One of my many worries is that we might be
missing excellence,” she said. “Are we sufficiently
aware of the biases and brave enough to discover
who fostered these biases in us – and brave enough
to overcome them?” By the end of the conference,
she thought we had moved “at least a little bit”
towards a new concept of excellence.
And beyond that, delegates were able to find new
ways of assessing excellence and to emerge from
the conference with a better understanding of the
issues around excellence that all types of funding
institutions face.

But as Maria Leptin said, scientists themselves
tend not to think of their own projects as risky. So
is there, as Richard Hudson asked, any systematic
way of teaching people to take more risks? One
conclusion, perhaps, is that if funders want to
encourage “risky” applications they will need to
encourage this behaviour through explicit criteria
– scientists will play the game, but they need to
know what the rules are.
That is precisely what Juan Manuel García-Ruiz
has been doing in Spain with the EXPLORA and
Experiment programmes, to great effect. But more
than raising people’s sights, he says, “the most
important thing is that we push people to think”.
Speaking about Spain, but perhaps other countries
too, he said people were “ashamed to be wrong”.
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Keynote 1: Jean-Pierre Bourguignon
Diversity, dynamism and youth

Keynote 2: Anne Glover
Excellence requires a strategy

W h e n t h e f i rs t
European Research
Council grants were
a n n o u n ce d , t h e
acceptance rate
was a minuscule 3
per cent – sending
a strong message
about the excellence
needed to win one
of its awards. So
when Jean-Pierre
Bourguignon, the ERC’s new president, began
his keynote with his reservations about the
word “excellence”, it certainly piqued the
audience’s interest.

These diverse criteria make it tough to construct
relevant programmes with a uniform format.
Faced with this, the “miracle” of the ERC has
been achieved because its evaluations “involve
people who understand the environment in which
researchers operate”. Once the evaluators are
chosen, the decision is entirely up to them.

Don’t abuse the word by giving it an absolute
meaning, he said. Of course, excellence
encompasses such factors as the credibility of the
researcher, the quality of the project, its ambition
and its potential gains. “But be careful, tobacco
can also be excellent,” he warned. “So you have
to qualify [excellence].”

Third, funding at the European level has to
encourage big projects rather than “small
increments”. Bourguignon was not just talking
about the relationship between funding from
Brussels and national funding – though he called
for more coordination on this. His plea was for
a shift in thinking away from purely projectbased grants.

As Chief Scientific
Adviser to the
President
of
the
European
Commission, Anne
Glover has a unique
perspective shaped
by experience at
the bench as well
as in the corridors
of policy power.
For her the way to
excellence is essentially the same, whether you
are an individual, a member state or the European
Union: you need a coherent strategy. Whatever
your strategy, however competitive you are, no
one achieves excellence overnight. It took 58 years
for CERN to deliver the evidence for the Higgs
boson that led to the Nobel Prize for Physics,
she noted.

First, you have to take account of the diversity of
practice in research. The critical size needed to
do the best work will differ between disciplines,
as will the critical amount of money needed for
significant work. Here he cautioned against always
seeking to build critical mass through the creation
of centres of excellence, warning of “distortion”
in funding available for smaller universities as
well as the possibility of overlooking projects that
actually require very little money.
Diversity in research has other consequences.
Timeframes can vary from years to decades. And
while bibliometrics are seen as relevant in some
fields, in Bourguignon’s own area, mathematics,
they are a “joke”. So be careful: while “clearly
indispensable” in evaluating the strengths of a
country and perhaps of an institution, metrics
need to be taken with a grain of salt when applied
to people.

Second, you need to look at the impact of funding
on the system as a whole. “Is it leaving aside
or even harming sectors?” he asked. Britain’s
Research Assessment Exercise, he said, relied on
institutions proposing what should be evaluated.
In the process, small groups collaborating with
other universities got overlooked, leading to
“scientifically viable projects disappearing”.

In particular, Bourguignon wanted to bring in
and encourage younger researchers through a
combination of longer-term programmes with
greater job security, and ambitious internationally
oriented programmes that can motivate students
to stay in science. If you lose the students, you
put the departments under threat, he warned. So
funders have to bear in mind how what they do
affects the feasibility of winning a high-level next
generation of researchers. “Research is done by
people,” he said. “This is not common knowledge
in Brussels.”

“So what do you need for excellent science?”
Glover asked. She began her answer with people,
smart people. And they come from education –
specifically, “an education that gives people the
ability to think and imagine the impossible” as
well as one that is analytical. That doesn’t always
happen: “Sometimes our educational system, or
perhaps society, knocks that out of kids,” she said.
Then you need national and international partners.
“If you look at measures of research impact, the
greater the number of international partnerships
the greater the research impact,” she said. You
also need good infrastructure, like that at the
European Southern Observatory in Chile.

Her last precondition: you need a “wonderful place
to work” that is also full of other smart people.
Once you have the people, the partners, the
money, the infrastructure and the location, you
need strategy. Science, she said, will develop best
in clusters, centres of excellence. “We cannot really
be funding everything.” Instead, Europe needs to
identify what it is particularly good at, and make
a good enough offer so that people see us as a
preferred partner in a particular project.
To identify areas for this “smart specialisation”
strategically, you need foresight programmes
that can anticipate the next big demands for
knowledge. That includes ethical considerations,
she stressed, and a partnership with citizens,
asking them what they want and what they would
be prepared to have.
On top of that, make sure your peer review is
transparent. If you don’t make it clear how you
evaluate people they won’t have the means to
improve. And make sure that your strategy in
funding excellence is compatible – “not the same
as” – that of your partners. “Look for a partnership
where you both bring something to the table and
both get something out of it.”
Finally – and once again – you need good funding,
despite the various austerity programmes. “The
companies with the strongest R&D have been
the strongest in coming through the [economic]
crisis,” she said, citing Volvo, which cut back on
everything except its R&D budget.

And you need money. The Framework programmes
had money, and they funded excellence, but
bundled it in with capacity building as well – an
approach with dangers, said Glover. That’s why
the focus in Horizon 2020, the EU’s €79 billion
funding programme, is clearly on excellence. But
she stressed that the programme is “added value”
that will not work without complementary activity
in the member states.
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Keynote 3: Maria Leptin
In defence of the Friday night
experiment

Case study 1
Gunnar Öquist on how Denmark
upped its game

The session on
risk and reward
in research and
i n n ova t i o n wa s
ignited by a powerful
keynote by Maria
Le pt i n , d i re c to r
of the European
Molecular Biology
Organisation. She
had three central
points: that risktaking needs to be rewarded; that assessment,
how you judge what to support, is crucial; and
that cherry-picking on its own is not the solution.

Here’s an apparent anomaly: while Sweden’s output
of high-impact scientific papers is 15 per cent above
the world average, Denmark’s is around 35 per cent
above the world average. To understand why, says
Gunnar Öquist, a professor of plant physiology at
Umeå University in Sweden, you need to go back
over 10 years, to 2002 and 2003, and even beyond,
when Denmark implemented a number of reforms
to strengthen its academic leadership.

We have to accept that risk cannot be rewarded
with success every time. Often – “or even most
of the time” – the outcome is not high gain but
failure. And Europe does not tolerate failure well.
Leptin illustrated this with a graphic example from
a German university: the long-established leader
of its well funded genetics multi-group network
left, but no one would apply for a grant to continue
the network’s work because people thought their
careers would suffer if they failed to win a grant.
Risking something and succeeding is “the most
exhilarating experience”, she said. But how many
young people can afford to do it now? That’s a
particular problem for young people on shortterm contracts, she said.
Leptin reported the outcome of a survey of
EMBO’s Gold Medal winners, young people under
40, who were asked to name the main factors
contributing to the discoveries they had made.
They came back with a homogeneous set of
responses: they don’t want “tons of money”, but
stable funding for a reasonable length of time,
freedom to research, no endless reporting, and a
good infrastructure and environment – including
criticism from their colleagues.
How do you find risky projects and assess whether
they are worth funding? Here’s the problem, said
Leptin: scientists themselves don’t think of their

own work as risky. And committees are unlikely
to make risky decisions, driven as they are by
the need for consensus and filled as they are by
scientists “trained to be supercritical”. Worse,
not enough review committee members are of
sufficiently high quality to take risks. “It takes
a good one to know one,” she said. “It takes a
Sydney Brenner to go out on a limb.” The problem
is compounded by over-reliance on metrics,
effectively delegating the decision to journals.
Then came Leptin’s big warning. We cannot
tell in advance which risks will pay off – nor is
“big breakthrough science” just made in the
big universities, a point she made tellingly by
relating the story of Louis-Jeantet laureate
Peter Hegemann and his work on rhodopsin in
Regensburg.
Her solution: provide a strong basis that can
support bottom-up risk taking, one that offers
sufficiently attractive conditions to scientists who
don’t succeed in getting the “glamour grants”.
The real risk is making a scientific career so
insecure that you scare young people off before
they even start.
That’s where the “Friday night experiment” comes
in. The term was invented by Nobel laureate Andre
Geim, who encouraged postdocs in his Leiden
laboratory to spend time on “crazy” projects.
Yes, that produces failures. But it also produced
graphene and gecko tape. The message was clear:
you fund high-risk research not by picking projects
but by funding an environment where high risks
can be taken.

Öquist, a veteran science administrator who served
as permanent secretary of the Swedish Royal
Academy of Sciences from 2003 to 2010, reckons
that the key to Denmark’s success has been the
country’s call to rectors, deans and department
chairs to take joint responsibility for developing
their universities.
Faced with legal obligations to do just that, they
began to work together to use recruitment and
career opportunities to develop world-class
environments with a potential to develop strength
in their research. “I received many examples telling
me that what happened was that a new emphasis
was made on recruiting internationally,” says Öquist.

Öquist stresses the “complementary missions”
of universities and granting agencies in the
support of ground-breaking research. In Denmark,
the universities recruit, and provide career
opportunities and creative research environments;
agencies respond with grants.
That’s an “important balance”, he says. “In other
countries, we had weakened leadership linked
to broadened goals, and it is often the research
agencies and foundations that have taken over
the responsibility to develop the best people,
without the universities being involved. That’s not
sustainable over time.”
Foundations can play a “catalytic” role in supporting
career positions and undertake world-ranked
projects, helping to develop university leaderships
so that they develop good behaviours. “They
can set aside money and ask for complementary
funding from universities.” Danish universities
today aspire to offer internationally competitive
conditions to attract researchers from abroad,
often aided by foundations.

The other key change was the reforms, started
some two decades ago, in the Danish system of
research funding, which saw the creation of the
Danish National Research Foundation, set up to
provide generous support to individuals with great
ideas over a ten-year period.
Soon, Denmark had not only a new research
foundation, but also a reformed research council
and agencies for strategic research and university–
industry partnerships. “There was an infusion
of big money that became the target of the
universities and the individuals the universities
managed to recruit,” says Öquist. He believes that
the combination of access to substantial external
funding and a more focused academic leadership
has worked well in Denmark. “And it has worked
in a rather informal way,” he says. “It is probably
the reason why Denmark is doing so well today.”
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Case study 2
C. I. Edvard Smith on the
Nobel way

Case study 3
Alison Campbell on the
personal touch

The Nobel prizes are, of course, a byword for
excellence. But how are the winners chosen?
And what criteria apply? After all, with so much
excellent science in the world and such a small
number of laureates, it is clear that in itself
excellence is not a sufficient criterion.

There are many aspects to excellence, but at
Knowledge Transfer Ireland Alison Campbell is
particularly interested in what excellence can do
in the world outside science.

People matter. “The broader question [is] not so
much how universities think, because they are very
large institutions. It’s also about how individuals
think,” she says.

“As we look at the funding of excellence within
projects we are all beginning to look at the impact
of that funding, and that can take many forms,”
she says. “Most research isn’t conducted in a
vacuum – it does have an effect on society and
the economy at large.”

It can be challenging for companies new to
working with universities, Campbell confesses. “I
think there are sometimes different languages
and different expectations.” But she does believe
that universities, on the whole, “do want to engage
with industry and they want to see industry help
them to realise the outcomes from their research.”

C. I. Edvard Smith, professor of molecular genetics
at the Karolinska Institutet in Sweden, the institute
that awards the Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine, has sat on its Nobel Committee. He
notes that the criterion is straightforward, and it
is as specified by Alfred Nobel in his will: it is for a
discovery. The Nobel is not a lifetime achievement
award, he says: “In an extreme case you can make
a single discovery in your life and that will provide
you with the prize.”
Unlike reviewers with grant proposals, the Nobel
Committee has the benefit of hindsight, and it uses
that to the full. Indeed, it can take decades for the
significance of a discovery to become apparent,
as was seen with this year’s prize, which was
shared between John O’Keefe, May-Britt Moser
and Edvard Moser. O’Keefe’s Nobel-rated discovery
was in 1971, but its importance was amplified by a
discovery made by the Mosers in 2005.
And the Nobel Committee also has far more time
than a grant committee. “Every candidate who
eventually receives the award has gone through
a very, very careful analysis,” says Smith, though
he cautions that he can only talk for the way the
medicine prize works. “So it’s much more in depth
than any grant reviewing. This is a process that
normally takes years – you don’t get nominated
for the first time in 2014 and get the prize in the
same year.”
That process star ts with a personal
recommendation: it begins when one person
nominates someone. Selection operates even at
this level, because not everyone can nominate
– only previous laureates, full professors in the
Nordic countries, and people invited by the Nobel
Committee to make a nomination. Scientists
at major national and international research

organisations and professors in many universities
worldwide are asked to nominate. Indeed, the
Nobel Committee makes efforts to reassure
that all continents and many countries are on
the invitation list, the Nobel Prize being a truly
international prize. No one is asked to make a
nomination in a particular field of medicine.
The Nobel Committee then sifts through the
nominations and decides which ones to take
forward for more detailed consideration. “We have
expertise within the committee but we also use
external reviewers. They know they are reviewing
for the Nobel committee,” says Smith. “Sometimes
we ask them to look at specific individuals and
sometimes at the whole field.”
Bibliometrics are not used at all. “We have never
taken them into consideration. Bibliometrics
is a way of making reviews of many people at
the same time when you don’t have enough
time to go through them very carefully, but
in the Nobel world we go through things very
carefully,” says Smith.

When Knowledge Transfer Ireland was launched
in May 2014, it proclaimed itself as the first
resource of its kind in Europe, taking a national
perspective on research commercialisation jointly
supported by the government’s business agency,
Enterprise Ireland and the country’s universities
association, IUA.
“Our role is to look at the interaction between the
research base and industry and investors, and to
make it as simple as possible for industry and
researchers to engage,” says Campbell.

Equally, it can be difficult for a company to find
what it is looking for in the university system;
with so many different researchers and different
research projects, it can be hard to find the right
one. “We are making it easier in Ireland by way
of the tools and resources available through KTI,”
she says, “but there is no substitution for personal
contact and conversations.”

Governments have had a tendency to rate the
success of research commercialisation somewhat
crudely, according to the single measure of how
much money is generated. That’s changing
internationally. “We are moving now to a broader
knowledge transfer definition, looking at how
business and the public sector can maximise the
value of research results.”
What that means in practice will vary from country
to country. “In Ireland we look at the broader
impact that research can have on businesses,
from access to technology through to expertise.
And we are focused on the business growth
agenda and the creation of sustainable jobs. That’s
understandable given the economic context. It
won’t necessarily be the same in other countries.”
Tasked with linking universities and industry,
Campbell thinks that you also have to move
beyond the level of organisations as a whole.
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Case study 4
Juan Manuel García-Ruiz –
an alternative approach
In science as it is generally practised, funders
will try to evaluate the excellence of a project
before it starts, says Juan Manuel García-Ruiz. The
trouble with that approach is that some excellent
science will never be considered as such by the
normal methods of evaluation – what the Spanish
crystallography professor calls “crazy science”,
with high risk but potentially high reward.
For the past eight years, working with the Spanish
National Research Council and, for the past two
years as a panel member for the Volkswagen
Foundation, García-Ruiz has been running
EXPLORA, a programme he created in 2006,
and now he is also involved in Experiment!, a
programme that exclusively supports “crazy”
science. “The history of science tells us that one of
the pathways to discovery is to be wrong as seen
from the orthodoxy point of view. Columbus was
wrong; Marconi was wrong; Wegener was wrong.
In some way we are looking for people who are
wrong today but will be right tomorrow.”
But although he uses the words “crazy” (or
“wrong”), he’s not interested in crank science: it
has to be grounded in reality. And projects need to
be “very simple”, he says. “You don’t need to have
an elaborated theory, just a set of data showing
an anomaly, somewhere where [current science
orthodoxy] is not clear.”
The scientific community seems to have responded
well to this call for unorthodoxy. “What is not
surprising for me, but has been for many people in
the ministry is that scientists love the programme,
because it is naked science,” he says. The success
rate on applications is around 20 per cent, or less.
More applications would be welcome, but “we are
looking for very risky projects…[and] people are
still conservative”, he says.
This kind of approach needs a particular kind of
evaluation panel. “We need a panel of evaluators
with open minds and who realise that this is a
different way to advance science,” says GarcíaRuiz, adding that they also have to be able to
recognise good science. He adds, “A good scientist

knows that science works that way – if you have
a new idea, the first thing you realise is that if it
is really new it is not compatible with what you
have in current science.”
Almost everything about the programmes is
the polar opposite of normal science funding. In
Experiment! the evaluating panel does not even
know who is applying. “So the panel is evaluating
the idea, nothing more,” says García-Ruiz. “No
CV. No metrics.” The application forms are short,
asking for a brief description not only of why the
project should be supported but also of why it
should not be supported – that “really helps the
evaluators to catch the point of the proposal,”
he says.
The two programmes that work like this, Explora
and Experiment!, have different expectations
from normal science funding, too. Successful
applicants are not expected to be highly successful
in traditional terms. Quite the reverse. “We tell
them that in 99 per cent of cases they will be
wrong, but don’t worry.”
And there is virtually no oversight. “Once we give
you the project, it’s your problem now. Just do it,”
he says, adding, “Scientists like to be free: we’re
not telling them they need to report progress.”
So what output is wanted? “It’s not our goal to
get publications in Nature, [we are looking for]
something much more interesting …Did you
convince other people of your idea? Did you
introduce new terminology in science?” he says.
“Don’t tell us that you are successful. Tell us how
you got on with thinking deeper.”

Exhibitors:
AcademiaNet: Making women in academia more
visible
A presentation by AcademiaNet outlined this project to build a database of profiles of excellent female
researchers from all disciplines. Despite a consensus in politics and academia that the small number of
women in leadership positions represents an untapped potential, there is a lack of appropriate tools for
quickly finding suitable and excellent women academics. The Robert Bosch Stiftung and science magazine
Spektrum der Wissenschaft hope to provide just such a tool with AcademiaNet. The portal was established
in 2010 with the profiles of primarily German-speaking women academics. Since 2012, the portal has been
gradually internationalised with the addition of renowned European women academics.

RRI Tools: Improving the relationship between
science and society
Supported by clear evidence that we need to involve the whole of society in the decisions about the
development of science and technology, RRI Tools demonstrated its progress in producing a set of
digital resources to advocate, train, disseminate and implement responsible research and innovation
(RRI) with the aim of building a better relationship between science and society. A three-year project
funded by the European Commission under FP7, RRI Tools is led by “la Caixa” Foundation. The
consortium includes 26 institutions, including the King Baudouin Foundation, Fondazione Cariplo, the
Foundation for Polish Science and the EFC.

E-MAX: Developing the world’s biggest
mass experiment
A short video showed how the E-MAX project aims to promote engagement in science and innovation
by involving one million school children across Europe in a mass experiment three years in a row.
The project to create what will be the world’s biggest mass experiments was developed by the Danish
Science Factory in collaboration with EFC member Lundbeck Foundation. Following a Danish mass
experiment in 2013 about health, exercise and the availability of local fast food and sports arenas,
E-MAX is now building the project at European scale with other EFC members.

About the EFC
The EFC, founded in 1989, is an international membership association
representing public-beneﬁt foundations and corporate funders active in
philanthropy in Europe, and beyond. The Centre develops and pursues
activities in line with its four key objectives: creating an enabling legal and
ﬁscal environment; documenting the foundation landscape; building the
capacity of foundation professionals; and promoting collaboration, both
among foundations and between foundations and other actors.
Emphasising transparency and best practice, all members sign up to and
uphold the EFC Principles of Good Practice.
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